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I - Introduction
I.1 Documents organization
This document presents the TRMC-5. It describes the different parts of the equipment as well as
its installation.
The TRMC-5 belongs to a family of devices developed by the company Tetraedre. Most of these
devices are using the same software on-board (firmware) as well as on the PC, thus we ask you to
read and use the following documents and software:



Document doc_455_r6.pdf, describing the behavior of the firmware



Document doc_370_c.pdf, describing the operation of the analog measurement board of the
TRMC-5



Software Axiome Editor version 6478a. Helps to create configuration files for the TRMC-5 (but
with limited capabilities)



Software Axiome Basic, version 295s. Allows to communicate with the TRMC either through
cable (RS-232, USB) or with modem
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II - Installation
II.1 Complete system overview
The TRMC-5 and some of its accessories is shown in the following picture

TRMC-5

USB adapter

GSM antenna

12V battery
Battery
charger

FL-24 fluorometer
pressure adjusment
box

pressure sensor
The TRMC-5 has a lot of I/O capabilities resulting in numerous of possible configurations. Usually
Tetraedre ships TRMC-5 with customer specific configuration, but the user is free to modify wiring,
drill new connectors holes,...
The position of the connectors might change from one device to another. Please refer to the
stickers aside the connectors. In case of doubt ask Tetraedre.
For connectors pins assignment, please look at chapter V - TRMC-5 connectors
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II.1.1 connectors position

"external"
fuse

GSM
LED
soldered
fuse

SIM card
location

boot
LED

ON – OFF
switch

battery
connector
external
power supply
connector

PC
connector

antenna
connector

(usually)
analog
connector

Illustration 1: Main elements of the TRMC-5

Backup
battery

analog
card (usually)
Illustration 2: Analog measurement board and battery backup
For connectors pins assignment, please look at chapter V - TRMC-5 connectors
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II.2 Installation
II.2.1 SIM Card
Usually the TRMC is shipped with no SIM card and the user must provide its own card (Tetraedre
can give advice on that matter). To be able to communicate with the TRMC, a SIM card with either
GSM DATA (CSD) or GPRS is required.
To insert the SIM card, open the box, unscrew the analog measurement board to remove it and
insert the SIM card in the SIM card holder as shown on the picture hereafter.
Re-install the analog board and screw it again

GSM antenna
connector

SIM card
holder

GSM LED

Illustration 3: SIM card and LED location

II.2.2 Power-on and Real-Time clock
The TRMC-5 is equipped with a small internal battery backup. This battery is fixed on the internal
sides of the box and connected to the motherboard with a small black and red cable (see
Illustration 4)
Thanks to this battery, the TRMC remains powered even if the external power supply and the
battery are removed. External power supply and external battery are switched on or off with the
red switch located on the board.
This means that the TRMC will communicate the PC even if no external battery is available or if
the switch is "off" (this feature is subject to change in the future).
So please check the state of the red switch. Position "on" is when it is slided in the direction of the
center of the motherboard.

II.2.2.1 Boot sequence
After power-up, the TRMC is booting. The boot LED (see Illustration 1) will light up during exactly
1 second. If this does not work, switch off the TRMC and remove the backup battery. Wait at least
10 seconds before plugging the battery again.
If the problems remains, don't hesitate to contact Tetraedre.
Once the TRMC has booted, please refer to the firmware description manual for a detailed
description of the behavior
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II.2.3 External battery
The TRMC is designed to operate with an external 12V Lead battery. This battery must be
connected to the "BAT" connector.

II.2.4 External power supply (Solar panel)
The TRMC has a connector "SOLAR" where an external power supply can be connected. A DC
voltage must be applied on this line (max 35V).
This power supply is connected to an internal voltage regulator (with an output protection diode)
that will create a 13.2V to 13.5V voltage on the external battery line.
If connected to a solar panel or to a external power supply (for example 15V DC), the TRMC-5 will
charge and maintain the lead battery charged. For installations where 230V is available, we
suggest to use a 15VDC power supply (available by Tetraedre) to maintain the battery charged all
the time .

II.2.5 Fuse
The TRMC has 3 fuses
The removable fuse (see Illustration 1) is a fast, 1A, 5x20mm fuse. This fuse is located on the
power supply line coming from the battery
Two other fuses are soldered directly on the PCB (see Illustration 4)
Soldered fuse #1 is also on the battery power supply
Soldered fuse #2 is on the line coming from the external power supply (solar,...)

Battery
backup
connector

Soldered
fuse #1

GSM
LED

soldered
fuse #2

Illustration 4: soldered fuse location
In case of malfunction, measure the resistance of each of the fuse.
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II.2.6 Energy consumption
The TRMC has a very low average current consumption thanks to advanced power management
features. Four operating modes can be defined:

Mode
Stand-by

Consumption
between 20μA
and 70μA
(0.07mA)

Description
This state is the "normal" state which is used
most of the time (usually more that 99.9% of
time).
In this state, the system will increment the
internal real time clock and wait to perform an
action (Switch on GSM, start acquisition
sequence,...)

GSM ready

~20mA

In this state, the GMS is powered on and ready
to receive incoming calls

GSM
communication

~300mA

This is the communication state in which the
TRMC is sending data. In GPRS mode, this state
is active only a few seconds

Acquisition

depending on the
sensors

In acquisition mode, the power consumption
depends on the different sensors that are
connected to the TRMC and the measurement
sequence being used
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III - Port 0, digital inputs/outputs
III.1 Pulse inputs
The TRMC has 2 pulses inputs. These inputs are located on the digital terminal block has shown in
the picture below.

pulse #1
input

GND

(terminal 2)

VDD
+3.3V

pulse #0
input

(terminal 1)

Illustration 5: Location of pulse inputs

III.1.1 Electrical specification
The pulse inputs are CMOS compatible with pull-down or pull-up and RC filter. The factory
settings are the following:


Input #0 : 47kΩ pull-down resistor RM3 mounted with C101, 100nF capacitor mounted. RB2_X
resistor not mounted



Input #1 : 47kΩ pull-down resistor RM4 mounted with C100, 100nF capacitor mounted. RB1_X
resistor not mounted
TRMC

+3.3V

RB2_X

RB1_X

#1
#0
C100

RM4

C101

Pulse inputs

RM3

GND
Illustration 6: simplified schematics of the pulse inputs
The value of the C100 and C101 capacitors is relatively important (100nF). For some
applications, with high frequency pulses (>10Hz), it might be necessary to change the capacitor
with a reduced value.
In a similar way, it is sometimes necessary to replace the pull-down with pull-up resistors. The
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location of these components is indicated in the following image. The size of the components is
0603. If you don't have the necessary tooling, Tetraedre could do the job for you.

Illustration 7: Location of the components for the pulse
inputs

III.1.1.1 Connection of the inputs to several systems
As you will see with the following examples, the pulse inputs are very versatile and can be
connected to a lot of different systems.
TRMC

+3.3V
switch,
relay,
Reed relay,...

Pulse #0

Illustration 8: Connection with pulse meters
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TRMC

+3.3V
Pulse #0
Open Collector
outputs

GND
Illustration 9: Connection to Open-Collector output
As explained in the previous section, some configuration might request to add or replace some
components. Don't hesitate to contact Tetraedre from additional advice.
TRMC

+3.3V
digital output
0/3 V

Pulse #0
GND

Illustration 10: Connection to digital 0/3V outputs

TRMC

+3.3V
Pulse #0
74VHC08

digital outputs
0/2V to 0/7V

GND
Illustration 11: Connection to digital output of varying voltage
ranges
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III.2 Digital inputs
The TRMC has 2 digital inputs. These inputs are located on the terminal block has shown in the
following picture.
The bit #0 (lsb) of the value read during the acquisition represents inputs in#0, bit #1 is for
in#1,...

digital
in#1

GND

(terminal 6)

VDD
+3.3V

digital in#0
(terminal 5)

Illustration 12: location of the digital inputs

III.2.1 Electrical specification
The digital inputs are CMOS 0/3V. Digital input #0 has a pull-down resistor of 470kΩ on-board.
While input #1 has a 470kΩ pull-up
+3.3V

TRMC
470kΩ

Digital Inputs
digital in#1
digital in#0

470kΩ

Illustration 13: simplified schematics of the digital inputs
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III.3 Digital outputs
The TRMC has 2 digital outputs (out#0 and out#1). These outputs are located on the terminal
block has shown in the following picture.
These outputs can be controlled by the acquisition sequence or remotely.

digital
out#1

GND

(terminal 4)

VBAT

digital
out#0

VDD
+3.3V

(terminal 3)

Illustration 14: location of the digital outputs

III.3.1 Electrical specification
The digital output #0 is a "normal" static CMOS output (0/3.3V). This output cannot draw high
currents (only a few milliamps). To draw higher current external drivers are required. This output
is not inverted. If we program a 1, then this output will have the state 1.
The digital output #1 is an open-collector configuration has shown on the figure hereafter. The
output transistor can draw larger currents (max 200mA, 50V). This output can for example be
used to switch relays. This output is inverted. If we program a 1, the transistor is driving and the
output is forced to 0V.
TRMC

Internal Out0

33Ω
33Ω

Digital Outputs
Out0
Out1

Internal Out1

Illustration 15: simplified schematics of the digital outputs
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III.4 RS-232
The TRMC has 2 RS-232 ports. The port is available on two terminal blocks

digital
out#1

GND TX8 RX8

(terminal 4)

GND TX9 RX9

VBAT
VDD
+3.3V

digital
out#0

(terminal 3)

Illustration 16: location of the digital outputs
The RS-232 ports are used by a variety of software functions (see firmware documentation).
Physically, the RS-232 port are named port8 (or UART#8) and port9 (or UART#9).

III.4.1 Electrical specification
The RS-232 are communication port, with built-in RS-232 converter (similar to MAX232). The
signal TX8 and TX9 are TRMC's outputs while RX8 and RX9 are TRMC inputs.
The UART#8 is located on a 4-pin terminal. Pin 1 is GND, pin 2 is TX, pin 3 is RX. Pin 4 could be
used as a power control output
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IV - Port 7, Extensions
IV.1 Location of the extensions
Le TRMC has a location to install several extensions boards (see picture).

extension #7
connector

extension #7
location

adaptation
extension
location

Illustration 17: extension location
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V - TRMC-5 connectors

V.1 Connectors location
The connectors location is not fixed on the TRMC. However, we have defined a principle that
should be applied when possible.
The usage of the connectors should be noted on the box, beside the connectors.
Note : The pin-out of the connectors is chosen to avoid malfunctions if the cables are plugged in
the wrong connector.

BAT

PC

T2

SOLAR

B2

FLUO Antenna
B3

B4

Usually two raws of connectors are available.
The position of the Battery (BAT), PC, Fluorometer (Fluo) and antenna are defined on the top row.
The position of the external power supply (SOLAR) is also defined.
T2 : In this position we suggest to mount RS-485 (STS) or RS-232 ports
B2 : In this position we suggest to mount analog signal connectors
B3 : We suggest to use it for WTW interfaces
B4 : We suggest to use for pulse signals.
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V.2 Power connectors
The TRMC has two power supply connectors. These connectors are
Bulgin's Buccaneer connectors PX0413/03S.

E
N

L

V.2.1 Battery connector
Pin

Signal

cable color

N

GND

brown

L

Battery +

white

{blue}

V.2.2 Solar panel connector
Pin

Signal

cable color

N

GND

brown

E

Solar+

white

{blue}

V.3 Fluorometer connector
Fischer connector

Signal

color

GND

Port 8 - 1

black

VBAT

Power switch analog

yellow

CPU_TX

Port 8 - 2

blue

CPU_RX

Port 8 - 3

green
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V.4 Signal connectors
Bulgin's Buccaneer connectors PX0413/08S.
Assignment principle
1 = GND
2 = VDD
3 = output (digital)

1

2

4 = input (digital)
5 = VBAT (switched)

8

3

6 = analog current
7 = analog current

4

8=?

7

1

7
6

8

6

5

2

5

3
4

V.5 PC connector
Signal

color *
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
color*
pin
outside TRMC

GND

1

VDD

2

TRMC_CPU_TX

3

TRMC_CPU_RX

4

* suggested colors

V.6 analog connector
Signal

probe analog

color *
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
color*
pin
outside TRMC

GND

GND

black

1

brown

VBAT

VBAT switched

yellow

5

yellow {white}

Signal 4-20mA

channel #2

green

6

green {brown}

Signal 4-20mA

channel #3

blue

7

white

* suggested colors

V.7 RS-485 (STS PTM)
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Signal

pcb_6445_b
CON2

color *
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
pin

color*
outside TRMC

STS PTM

GND

1

black

1

yellow

{black}

GND (yellow)

RS485_B

3

gray

3

brown

{brown}

RS-485- (gray)

RS485_A

4

green

4

green

{blue}

RS-485+ (green)

VBAT

2

yellow

5

white

{pink}

V+ (white)

* suggested colors
note : beware of capillary; remember to create a pressure adjustment mechanism

V.8 WTW Cond340
Signal

pcb_6445_b
CON5

color
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
color
pin
outside TRMC

GND

1

1

white

CPU_DTR

4

2

marron

CPU_TX

3

3

vert

CPU_RX

2

4

jaune

V.9 RS-232
Signal

UART #9
connector

color
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
color
pin
outside TRMC

GND

1

black

1

CPU_TX (TRMC out)

2

blue

3

CPU_RX

3

green

4

color
inside TRMC

Buccaneer
color
pin
outside TRMC

V.10 Pulse connector (rain)

Signal
VDD

2

Pulse #1

4
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VI - Contact information

Address :

TETRAEDRE S.a.r.l.
Epancheurs 34b
2012 Auvernier
Switzerland

Tel :

+41 32 753 71 75

Mobile:

+41 76 570 71 75

Fax :

+41 32 730 61 51

vente :
support :
Web :

www.tetraedre.com

Tetraedre reserve itself the right to change the technical characteristics of its products without notice. Tetraedre
assumes no responsibility related to the use of its products.
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